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Den of Evil Brothel

Posted by Dark Saber - 2006/11/02 21:34
_____________________________________

Here's some photos of the Rethemi Rose Brothel I built using Dwarven Forge's Den of Evil sets, some
Heroquest and misc. furnishings, and a variety of minis (mostly Ral Partha). Check out all the whores!
:lol:
The layout is based on a traditional Harnic villein's home with the byre converted into rooms for the girls.
Original map by Andy Staples, IIRC.
I used only DoE room and floor pieces, no passages.
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Den of Evil Brothel

Posted by Thod - 2006/11/03 00:31
_____________________________________

Dark Sabre
Nice use of the DOE. Quite corageous to post especially as the MBS is out. But I think for the brothel the
DOE walls just fit better as the MBS set.
We need more DOE uses here posted.
Just need the right figures to go with it.
Thod
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Den of Evil Brothel

Posted by Dark Saber - 2006/11/03 10:10
_____________________________________
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All I own is a bunch of DoE and the first three Sci-Fi sets so I couldn't have used any other DF to build
it... I think the medieval sets are too "stripey" and a bit garish, especially when used en mass. I bought
DoE instead of regular fantasy sets last year because it is more versatile (works for Star Wars, Cthulhu,
etc.) and looks cooler. I could have used DoE doors but they seemed inappropriate and too
well-camouflaged for a "legit" business. I wish the HeroQuest doors fit a bit more snugly but what can ya
do? I did fudge them to the side a bit in some photos so you could see the minis in the rooms better.
I'm still learning the camera so my photos should improve in the future. Damn flash kept messing with
my shots and I haven't figured out macro and super-macro modes yet.
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